
Annie Burns – Bio 
 
Annie Burns was born and raised in Binghampton, New York, the ninth child in a brood of twelve 
offspring [7 brothers and 5 sisters]. Their father, John J. Burns, was the first Democrat mayor in New 
York state and subsequently became the Party Chairman for the state. Their mother, Teresa McMahon, 
had been an opera singer. Coming from Irish Catholic stock, music was always heard in the Burns 
household. Teresa made a point of teaching all her offspring to sing harmony during their pre-teen years. 
Some of the older Burns brothers were in a band during their high school years. In time, three of the 
sisters -  Marie, Jeannie and Annie – sibling numbers seven through nine, decided to follow suit. Later 
they were joined by Sheila and Terry, respectively, the oldest and the youngest sister. After performing in 
New York state clubs for a time, the Sisters signed a recording contract with SBK Productions and CBS 
Records in 1985. Marketed as a mainstream pop/rock act, the quartet made two albums for the label, the 
first of which spawned a few minor hit singles. In 1980 three of the sisters made a brief appearance, 
singing, in the late Louis Malle’s movie “Atlantic City.” They got the gig because a couple of the older 
Burns’ brothers worked in Hollywood as film technicians. Dispirited at the loss of their CBS deal, and 
since some of the sisters were now married and raising children, they decided to split up. The split didn’t 
last long and the quartet self-released “Songs Of The Heart,” a collection of nine sings, all of which 
they composed. Annie contributed to two songs on the latter folk/rock slanted album. It turned out to be 
the second swan song for The Burns Sisters. By this stage the sisters were all living in the town of 
Ithaca, which lies at the southern tip of one of the Finger Lakes in central New York State. Going their 
separate ways once more, Annie began working with a duo called Rain, consisting of Rich DePaolo and 
Doug Robinson. 1994 saw release of her folk/rock collection, “Into The Wild.” Credited to Annie Burns 
& The Rain, she wrote or co-wrote seven of the nine songs. By the mid-nineties, the original trio of Marie, 
Jeannie and Annie reunited once more and signed a deal with Rounder Records. “Close To Home” 
was produced by Rich DePaolo, and the Sisters went on to make a three more albums for the folk 
imprint. Following the Y2K release of “Out Of The Blue,” an album produced by the Sisters, they 
decided to take a sabbatical. In late 2001 Annie released her second solo album, “Days In Italy.” The 
session players on Annie’s album include, Bob Dylan’s musical director Tony Garnier [bass], Jim Kimball 
[guitar], Larry Campbell [guitar] and Shawn Pelton [percussion].     
 
Discography :  
with The Burns Sisters -  “The Burns Sisters Band” [1986] ; “Endangered Species” [1989] ; “Songs 
Of The Heart” [1992] ; “Close To Home” [1995] ; “Tradition : Holiday Songs Old & New” [1996] ; “In 
This World” [1997] ; “Out Of The Blue” [2000]. 
Solo - “Into The Wild” with The Rain [1994] ; “Days In Italy” [2001] ; 
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